
Speak with any repeat Malibu owner and they’ll tell you they buy a Malibu Boat 100% confident of a strong resale 
price when it comes time to sell or upgrade.  Malibu’s retain their value year after year and continue to 
out-perform any other brand.

INDUSTRY BEST RE-SALE VALUE

Malibu Boats are proudly handcrafted by Australians for Australians in Albury, NSW. Because of this you’re 
protected from fluctuating currencies, overseas shipping and non-value adding items that can add tens of 
thousands to the purchase price of imported boats.

An Australian based factory also means your dealer has direct access to the factory before, during and after 
your boat is built, as well as super-fast access to a massive warehouse full of parts should you ever need them 
(some as far back as 1995!).

AUSTRALIAN BUILT

Malibu’s Integrated Surf Platform™ (ISP) includes proprietary technologies that generate the longest, most 
perfect peeling waves – customisable by size, shape and length to suit the capabilities of every rider.

Power Wedge II™ - Bigger and more versatile than ever before, the new Power Wedge II™ includes a “lift” 
feature that enables the driver to get a fully loaded boat on plane much faster.  Power Wedge II™ has 6 
adjustment settings to customise the wake size for individual rider preferences, with the max setting equivalent 
to carrying an extra 450kg. It all happens at the tap of the driver’s finger on the Command Centre or the Malibu 
Surf Band.

SuSurf Gate™ – Nothing compares with Surf Gate™. Surf Gate™’s high-speed hydraulic actuators let you quickly 
shift the wave from side to side for regular or goofy foot styles.  Surf Gate™ creates the most dynamic 
playground for wake surfing possible.  No competitor comes close to offering the same adjustability range.

Hard Tank Bow Ballast – A popular option on all Wakesetter models, the hard tank bow ballast adds weight to 
the bow of the boat without the need for onboard fat sacks.  Hard tank bow ballasts are a win for everyone – 
clear driver visibility as the bow stays low on the water, passenge seating and comfort is maximised and riders 
enjoy the perfect wake.

Hull DesignHull Design – Malibu’s unparalleled engineering produces the best handling and most versatile wake and wave 
maximising hulls in the industry.

Surf Band™ – Welcome to the future – make any wave you want while you ride it. Malibu’s remote wrist Surf 
Band™ allows for full control over your wave. That’s full control of the angle of the Power Wedge II™, side to side 
changes of Surf Gate, the speed of the boat and the volume of the tower speakers – all while you’re surfing!

Command CentCommand Centre – With the industry’s first and largest dash display, Malibu’s 12” touchscreen and optional 
Sports Dash joins the existing 7” touchscreen, enabling fingertip control of the ballast, Power Wedge II, Surf 
Gate, navigation, rider pre-sets, media and more.
      

SUPERIOR SURF TECHNOLOGY 

Our dealers have a combined experience of over 95 years selling and servicing Malibu Boats.  We’re proud of 
the experience and deep knowledge of our dealers and the strength of the partnership we have with them.  
Together we’re committed to helping you achieve the ultimate on-the-water lifestyle and supporting you across 
the lifetime of your Malibu ownership.

DEALER SUPPORT YOU CAN COUNT ON 

WHY MALIBU



AUSTRALIAN BUILT VALUE

Higher quality, not higher cost
Buy Australian made and save tens of thousands of dollars in 
import costs, when compared to a boat not made in Australia.

Industry best re-sale value
Malibu and Axis retain their value year after year and continue to 
outperform any other brand. We don’t discount from inflated 
starting RRPs, you’ll get the same great value every day.

5-year Australian factory warranty
Fast access to service and parts from a factory located in the 
same country as you and a warranty fully compliant with stringent 
Australian consumer laws.

Unparalleled dealer stability 
A stable dealer network with over 95 years combined experience 
in supporting Malibu and Axis owners for the lifetime of their boat 
ownership.


